HOW CELERGEN WORKS
Celergen promotes cell renewal in general and also at the DNA cell structure level. Most
people suffer from nutritional deficiency at the cellular /DNA level. Nutrition deprivation will
prevent our cells from producing proteins and enzymes critical for the health of our organs,
tissues and our body functions.
Celergen cell therapy is important because it triggers and stimulates cell renewal and repair.
Nutritional deficiency or deprivation means that our cells are not allowed to work at their full
potential to repair the DNA damage it suffers. Celergen with its micro nutrients and proteins
can activate enzymes involved in important metabolic pathways derailed in the aging process.
That being said, with Celergen your body will determine where the most damaged or
nutritionally deficient cells are located and deliver the encapsulated peptides, proteins and
micronutrients to those areas. The areas in need of the most repairs are treated first.
Cell Therapy works differently on each individual. As mentioned above, our body will
determine where the most extensive cell damage has occurred and will steer the
DNA/protein, peptides and other micro nutrients to that area to begin the repair process.
That being said, we cannot guarantee where and what will be repaired first.
This is why individuals experience many different benefits. As the most damaged cells are
repaired, the ingredients will then systematically target the next area of greatest need and so
on.
The effectiveness of a therapy/treatment is determined by its "bioavailability", the
percentage of "active ingredients" and the level of possible absorption. More than 85% of our
ingredients are bio active and contain peptides (small molecular structures which facilitate
high absorption levels) and directs the bio active ingredients to specific sites in our bodies
which require cellular repair and renewal. With proper nutrition at the cellular level, our
cells/DNA can be stimulated to produce the proteins and enzymes to delay aging and
progression of degenerative issues.
Our Swiss proprietary cold extraction technology of the active ingredients ensures the
potency and efficacy of Celergen. Most supplements are produced at 125 degree Celsius in
order to remove bacteria and contaminants. In the case of Celergen, no heat is used. In
addition, Celergen soft gels are "enteric coated" which means that the "active/bio available
ingredients" will only be released in our small intestines, allowing for maximum absorption. In
non-enteric coated soft gels the micro nutrients are destroyed by the hydrochloric acid in our
stomach before it reaches the small intestines. In this way, absorption will definitely be
compromised.
Most soft gels also contain little or no intact molecules of the compound which quickly
degrades when exposed to air. The chemical integrity of Celergen is hence maintained by the
encapsulation technology (pharmaceutical level) which enhances blood absorption by
preventing this breakdown in the stomach. Celergen is designed to get more of the bio active
compounds into the bloodstream, increasing overall efficacy and effectiveness.
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